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LETTER FROM A FIFA LEGEND

Dear readers of FIFA 1904,
At the age of nine, I took the first step towards

relationship with football and how I came to love

my big dream. My father took me to trials at Real

the sport. One of the most vivid memories I have

Madrid’s former sports complex. A few weeks

is of my father and I watching the 1992 Euro pean

later, he received a call from the club; I started

Championship in Sweden on TV, watching the

off by playing in small tournaments and then

matches of the famous Denmark team who,

moved on to play in the youth teams. That was

after being invited to join the championship

the beginning of my long and wonderful career

following the expulsion of Yugoslavia, won

with Real Madrid, the club of my dreams.



Let me briefly tell you about my childhood, my

the competition. It was incredible. What made
it more incredible was Peter Schmeichel, my

Young players have to realise that they need to

childhood idol, who, with his great performances

work hard, because behind the scenes the training

and charisma on the pitch, became a legend in

requires a tremendous amount of sacrifice, effort

my eyes.

and work, combined with fair play and the

Adam Pretty / FIFA via Getty Images

enthusiasm to be the best and give your all every
That is when I started dreaming of becoming a

day, at every training session and in every match.

goalkeeper. From a very young age, I enjoyed

But above all, what counts the most in this life is

training with my dad in my city, Móstoles. He was

to be well prepared, go to school and learn

the one who helped me become a good goal-

together with your classmates. Only then will you

keeper. In Navalacruz, a village in the province of

learn how to be a good person in the future.

Ávila, we would also play football all day. I was
falling in love with football. I was four years old

Yours in football,

and desperate to hold a ball in my hands.

Iker Casillas
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THE MONTH IN PICTURES

Luzhniki Stadium
The venue for the opening match and final of the 2018 FIFA World Cup™, which has
a capacity of over 80,000 people, looks resplendent as the sun sets over Moscow.
In the background, Lomonosov University dominates the city skyline.
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THE MONTH IN PICTURES

Trying to keep warm
The crew of KV Svalbard, composed of members of the Norwegian marines
and the Institute of Marine Research in Bergen, playing on an Arctic ice floe
off the coast of Greenland. The armed sentries in the corners are there to
protect the footballers from polar bears (22 March 2018).
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Farah The seven-year-old and her favourite possession: a ball.
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“MY BALL
IS MY MOST
PRIZED
POSSESSION”
Farah was just two years old when she, her mother and
her four siblings arrived in Jordan as refugees from Syria.
Football has helped Farah, who is seven, to come to terms
with her difficult circumstances.
By Annette Braun

A bird’s-eye view of Za’atari in Jordan
is striking. The refugee camp near
the Syrian border has grown to an
enormous size – to the extent that it is
now the fourth-biggest city in Jordan.
It boasts shops, schools and even a
street known as the Champs-Élysées.
And there are a number of football
pitches, where kids from all over the
camp come together to play. In the
middle of one such pitch stands a girl
with bright eyes and a ball under her
arm: Farah.
The young Syrian girl was two-and-ahalf when she first came into contact
with football, going to a match with her
mother. Her enthusiasm for the game

has stayed with her ever since. In fact,
she became even more enamoured with
the game when, in 2016, Farah and
300 other girls and boys from the camp
were invited to Amman to watch the
FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup.
When asked whether she would like to
be on the pitch at an official match,
chasing the ball around before a
cheering crowd, the question brings a
dreamy smile to the seven-year-old’s
face. Alongside her schooling, football
clearly plays a leading role in her life.
No matter how hot it may get, or
however much snow may fall from
the sky, Farah will be out on the pitch
chasing a football around.
FIFA 1904 /
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Farah, how often do you play football?
Since I came to this camp over four years
ago, I’ve been playing every day with friends
and with my brother, Khaled. There are
around ten of us, girls and boys, who meet
up each afternoon.
Do you keep score?
Most of the time we play for fun, but we do
have mini-tournaments too. When that
happens, it’s about who can run the fastest,
or who’s best at doing different things with
the ball. Sometimes there are even prizes –
a medal or a Barbie doll. It’s great!
What do you love most about football?
Scoring goals, and winning! But if I lose, it’s
not that bad – at the end of the day it’s only
a game. As soon as I step onto the pitch,
I feel really grown-up. I feel like the players I
saw at the U-17 Women’s World Cup. I want
to be like them.
Do you have a ball?
Yes, I’ve been given a ball. It’s my prized
possession, and I keep it carefully with my
clothes.
Do you ever let people borrow it?
No, it’s far too precious!
What does football mean to you?
Football gives me so much pleasure because
it allows me to meet up with all my friends
and have a good time. It also gives you a
healthy, beautiful body.

Keystone / AP

What would be your wish for the future?
I want to be a doctor and help people. And I
wish everybody would play football and get
along, so that there would be no more wars
in the world.

Za’atari The refugee camp in Jordan is ten kilometres east of Mafraq and six kilometres
south of the Syrian border. It is currently home to more than 80,000 people.

FIFA 1904 /
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Stars as figurines To have the fate of the world’s most famous footballers in your hands just once – give it a go at the FIFA World Football Museum.
12
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LIKE A KID AGAIN
Fame, stars, history – the FIFA World Football Museum certainly casts a
spell on its visitors, especially youngsters. By Alan Schweingruber

none other than 1998 World Cup winner

the “normal” ones that you enjoy and

Christian Karembeu, who was paying the

make the most of, and the spectacular

museum a flying visit. According to a

ones that you remember for your whole

member of staff, both father and son

life, maybe because something special

were thrilled to bits. A real live World Cup

happened, something that makes your

Trophy held by a real live World Cup

skin tingle when you think about it,

winner – it doesn’t get much more special

something that you can’t wait to tell your

than that. Twenty years ago, millions of

friends once you get home. Which is

TV viewers in France watched the trophy

exactly what a French family will have

being handed over in Paris, some of them

done after visiting Switzerland last year,

weeping for joy. Hardly surprising, then,

when they also dropped in on the FIFA

that the father shedded a tear or two in

World Football Museum.

front of his son at the museum.

After checking out the objects on display

For children, chance encounters always

on the ground floor and posing for photos

leave a lasting impression – not only if

in front of the France shirt, they made

Daddy cries but also because they can

their way down the stairs to continue their

hardly believe their luck at first, a feeling

tour of the lower level, which is where the

that seems to last forever: first in the

crown jewel – the original FIFA World Cup

museum, then back at home, later at

Trophy, which has been held by the likes

school, university, in middle age, and so

of Chirac, Merkel and Mandela, and held

on. From now on, every football moment

aloft by players of the ilk of Maradona,

experienced by the French youngster will

Zoff and Matthäus and all world

be different, especially when the national

champions since 1974 – sits proudly in a

team runs onto the pitch, evoking mem

display cabinet of shatterproof glass. Only

ories of the time when a certain Christian

heads of state and world champions can

Karembeu became a world champion.

Top whack
On the museum’s top floor you can try to
beat other visitors’ scores.



There are two kinds of family holidays –

hold the cup, which was designed by an
Italian artist in the early 1970s, without

But where is the difference? In the FIFA

wearing gloves.

World Football Museum at least, the

FIFA-Museum (2)

legends of yesteryear live on alongside the
On this occasion, however, the cabinet

stars of today. Here, everything merges

was open, and the French family in

into one. Thoughts of Karembeu and the

question was somewhat taken aback to

other World Cup winners who come to

encounter a dreadlocked man casually

visit in their spare time or on business must

lifting the six-kilogram gold trophy in the

be put to the back of your mind to truly

air – with nary a glove in sight. However,

appreciate this magical place where

the apparent lapse in protocol was all

everything you need to know about global

above board: the man in question was

football can be found under one roof.

When football boots
were still made of leather
A very early model from the 1920s (left)
and a replica of the adidas boots worn
by champions West Germany in the 1954
World Cup.
FIFA 1904 /
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Reunion at the museum Former French international, Christian Karembeu, who won the 1998 World Cup with France, reunited with an old friend.

ANECDOTES, TIPP-KICK AND MESSI

the other, all of them eager to learn.

The almost century-old Tipp-Kick, with

There are thousands of exhibits on the

And they are so quick that their older

its rickety tin figures, is featured on the

three floors, and a special Kids’ Trail

supervisors barely have time to get their

first floor of the museum. The game is

awaits youngsters for a two-hour visit, in

spectacles out before realising that they

hard to find, as it is situated near the

the form of a sheet with puzzles and

are alone in front of the display, their

ever-popular PlayStation, where fierce

descriptions of the many objects and

young charges having already moved on

contests are constantly taking place

events. There are also one or two funny

to the next fascinating item, be it to feel a

between teams containing a virtual Messi

anecdotes, such as: “India did not play in

funny old mascot blind or to marvel at a

and a virtual Neymar. This is where the

the 1950 World Cup because the team

pair of hefty football boots, the sort that

youngsters can let off steam for the first

wanted to play barefoot – which was

their great-grandfathers used to wear

time with a game of FIFA 18. Soon they’ll

against FIFA’s rules.” Or: “Until 1913, the

while chasing after a heavy leather ball.

be off again though, as there is so much

Getty Images

goalkeeper was allowed to carry the ball

to see...

in his hands as far as the halfway line.”

THE REAL KRAMER

Now it is the adults’ turn to learn from

The effect that the old exhibits has on

Incidentally, the real (i.e. non-virtual)

their children. At the end of the trail,

young football fans is considerable. It is a

Christoph Kramer also dropped in

there is a competition for the chance to

bit like the scene in Back to the Future,

recently. The German international came

win free entry tickets for the class.

when Michael J. Fox goes back in time to

by with his girlfriend one Saturday and

the 1950s and shows the folks what an

sauntered unassumingly through the

It is perhaps an unusual experience for

electric guitar can really do. The sound

exhibition areas, unnoticed in jeans and

teachers, too: should anyone say to them

that he created in the scene would have

a jumper – until the display cabinet

that children are not interested in history,

been entirely new at that time, and

containing the World Cup Trophy was

all they need to do is direct them to the

regardless of whether anyone in the

opened for the World Cup winner, that is.

youngsters taking part in the Kids’ Trail,

audience liked the music or not, the

who will be clutching the sheets in one

expression on each of their faces was the

hand and pointing at the displays with

same: one of complete bewilderment.
FIFA 1904 /
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MISSING FACE PUZZLE
Whose face is obscured by the ball? These stars certainly have no reason to be shy.
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1 Arjen ROBBEN
2 Arturo VIDAL
3 Marc-André TER STEGEN
4 Jack WILSHERE
5 Kylian MBAPPÉ
6 Adnan JANUZAJ
7 NEYMAR JR.
8 Toni KROOS
9 NANI
10 Lionel MESSI
11 Cristiano RONALDO
12 Dimitri PAYET

CHILD’S PLAY

PLAY AND
LET PLAY

In many parts of Switzerland, it is normal for boys
and girls to play together on the football pitch.
We went to one of these matches.
By Perikles Monioudis (text) and Kostas Maros (photos)

Goals for both teams The girls in blue for FC Blue Stars Zurich playing at home against FC Oberglatt, a team that is predominantly made up of boys.
18
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In the north of Zurich, a match is being

“LEARNING TO SHOW RESPECT”

played on the Hardhof sports field; it is

Five questions for Patrick Reymond,

both a usual and unusual match. The

head of the department for women’s

14-year-old girls of FC Blue Stars Zurich

and girls’ football at FC Blue Stars

meet the kids playing in the yellow and

Zurich.

black of FC Oberglatt. The visiting team
also includes a girl: an agile, right back
wearing a shirt with the number 3 on it.
The Swiss Football Association (SFV)
defines the goal: “the proper integration
of talented girls in the best boys’ teams is
important for the development of girls’
elite youth football.”
On the heavy pitch, the girls and boys
prepare for the game. They pass the ball

Girls and boys play with and
against each other. What has been
your experience of this?
Patrick Reymond: Good, sometimes very
good. Usually it’s a bigger challenge
physically for the girls and they have to
prove themselves. The boys quickly learn
to respect the girls’ performance. Society
benefits from the fact that we, as a club,
treat everyone equally on the pitch.

around in small groups, do stretching
exercises and shooting drills. Then the
referee approaches and confers with both
teams – the match can start!
The game moves up and down the pitch.
The players are motivated. They cheer
each other on and create chances.
After 40 minutes, it’s half-time. In the
ten-minute break, Washington and
George, the coaches of Blue Stars, give
the girls advice on the next half: “get
closer to your opponent; use the flanks
more; look for your team-mates” and,

Boys want to be like Ronaldo and Messi.
What role models do the girls have?
Things have changed quite a bit in the
last 15 years in terms of girls being able
to identify with players in football. The
Women’s World Cup in 2015 and the
Women’s EURO 2017 have changed
perceptions. As a rule, the girls now know
more than two or three international female
players by name, and Lara Dickenmann
and Ramona Bachmann are fast becoming
stars in the Swiss national team. We are
trying to encourage this interest.

When do boys and girls part ways in
terms of football?
First, boys tend to physically develop later
than girls and then there’s the fact that
there are far fewer girls than boys that play
football. That means that boys have much
more to prove and competition is higher
than for girls. But in the top clubs, the
pressure is just as high for girls as it is for
boys if they want to succeed.
What is particularly important in
the promotion of girls’ football?
That as many clubs as possible have
different categories, i.e. U-10, U-12, etc.
right up to top-level U-15, U-17, U-19
football for girls. That’s the only way of
ensuring good training.
What are the club’s other goals?
Career prospects in football are limited.
We consider ourselves to be a club for
popular sports. That means we welcome
everyone to join us and play. We don’t have
quotas or waiting lists. Our philosophy is:
you get better if you’re having fun. And we
want to have fun together. We hope that
these positive values that we, as coaches,
are conveying to the kids are also applied
at home and at school.

“you are just as good as them; believe in
yourselves.”
When the floodlights come on well into
the second half, the boys and girls are
already a bit tired. But they are still
receiving passes. After the final whistle is
blown, there are sporting high-fives all
round, in keeping with the SFV motto:
“girls benefit most when they play with
the boys.”

Showing the way Patrick Reymond, in charge
of the women’s and girls’ football department
of FC Blue Stars Zurich, on the touchline.
FIFA 1904 /
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Meret, goalkeeper

Julia, midfielder

“I ALWAYS WENT IN GOAL WHEN A GOALIE
WAS NEEDED, AND I’VE BEEN ONE EVER SINCE.”

“I PLAY FOOTBALL BECAUSE THERE IS SUCH A STRONG
SENSE OF TEAM SPIRIT AMONG MY FRIENDS.”

Alessia, midfielder

Liv, midfielder

“I’VE BEEN PLAYING AT THE CLUB SINCE I WAS EIGHT.
I REALLY ENJOY IT.”

“I PLAY FOOTBALL BECAUSE I LIKE TO PLAY IN A TEAM.”

/ FIFA 1904

Leila, attacker and captain

“MY TEAM
CHOSE ME
TO BE CAPTAIN
BECAUSE
I’M VERY
COMMITTED.”

Having fun together Five 14-year-old girls of FC Blue Stars Zurich sum up their impressions in one sentence.
FIFA 1904 /
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SNAPSHOT

“I’m a double world champion!”
An Indian boy proudly parades two replicas of the World Cup
trophy through the backstreets of Kolkata. Despite the sniggers
of the onlooking children, he can still dream...

22
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The star coach and the ball boy
Manchester City coach Pep Guardiola talks football to a ball boy near the pitch at Etihad Stadium during a Premier League match.
24
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CENTRE STAGE
INSTEAD OF
IN THE WINGS
Children, for example ball boys and girls, play a useful and sometimes decisive
part in professional football matches.
By Perikles Monioudis

Children in stadiums – a familiar sight.

player for a throw-in. Ball kids became

ball boy held the ball for so long towards

They sit in the stands, and some are even

necessary in the mid-1990s when the net

the end of the match that an Adelaide

on the pitch before the game, escorting

playing time of a match began to be

player, who didn’t want

the 22 players onto the pitch and greeting

perceived as too short. It was well below

to lose any time, tackled him roughly,

the public.

60 minutes at the 1990 World Cup.

leading to a brawl between the players.
Sydney FC won in the end and one of the

In many leagues around the world, player

Thanks to ball kids, players no longer had

players invited the ball boy to participate

escorts are an integral part of the

to run after the ball, but just used the

in the award ceremony.

ceremony. Werder Bremen SV and their

nearest one. With at least eight ball kids,

former president Willi Lemke consider that

the net playing time was extended by

It is rare for a ball kid to nutmeg or

they were the first in the Bundesliga to

more than ten minutes and was almost

otherwise mock a player, but it happens.

have used player escorts. Lemke first came

70 minutes at EURO 2000.

In the Bundesliga, Bayern Munich

across the practice in Brazil and imported

defender Mats Hummels kicked the ball

it to Germany. However, the practice is

The ball kids are there to make the game

out and thought that his team-mates

not new; national teams worldwide have

faster. The top priority is fairness, so the

would have time to get back. But he

used player escorts for a long time.

home club, to which they usually belong

didn’t take into account the ball boy of

as youth players, trains them. Nevertheless,

TSG Hoffenheim, who immediately threw

LONGER NET PLAYING TIME

their heart beats for their team; if they can

the ball to a player of his club, whose

Children are a symbol of innocence, and

help them in the decisive moment, a child

quick throw-in led to a goal.

as such are a calming and soothing

might get carried away because of their

influence, reminding everyone, especially

inexperience and excitement.

adults, that they should act in a civilised

But is all of this legitimate? A German
coach was once quoted as saying: “If you
are the ball boy of the home team that is

send its children ahead when it visited

BALL KIDS UNDER PRESSURE OF
EXPECTATIONS

another tribe. This was a way of indicating

This is what happened in 2014, when an

This makes at least one thing clear:

that they came in peace.

Atlético Madrid ball boy held onto the

there are fixed expectations for ball kids.

matchball in a league match instead of

They do well to listen to their trainers

When the player escorts leave and the

handing it to Cristiano Ronaldo and then,

and uphold the strict maxim: fairness is

whistle is blown, the ball boys and girls

just before he should have given it to the

paramount.

take up their important posts on the

Real Madrid star, threw it aside. Not only

touchline. They are the ones who give the

that, he also laughed at the baffled star.

ball, when it has gone out of play, to the

In the 2017 FFA Cup final in Australia, a

manner. In tribal societies, one tribe would

in the lead, you have to delay the game”.

FIFA 1904 /
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IF DREAMS COULD
COME TRUE
Every professional footballer was young once.

Can you recognise these players from their childhood photos?

Photos: Pixatlon / imago / Getty Images / Dukas / Presse Sports / PA / HO / Instagram
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Children become adults and, sometimes, famous footballers.
How many of these players could you name?

JACK WILSHERE

Photos: imago / Getty Images / AFP

CAFU

ANDRÉS INIESTA

IKER CASILLAS
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ANTOINE GRIEZMANN

WAYNE ROONEY

NEYMAR

PAUL POGBA

PAOLO MALDINI

SERGIO AGÜERO

TONI KROOS

MARIO MANDŽUKIĆ

MARIO GÖTZE

VINCENT KOMPANY

ANTONIO CONTE

LIONEL MESSI

ÁNGEL DI MARÍA

THIAGO SILVA AND DAVID GERARD
LUIZ
DAVID LUIZ
PIQUÉ

MARCO VAN BASTEN

MANUEL NEUER

DAVID BECKHAM

CRISTIANO RONALDO

RONALDINHO

ZLATAN IBRAHIMOVIĆ

FIFA 1904 /
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FIFA 1904 asked young football
fans from all over the world:
“What have you always wanted
to ask the FIFA President?”
Gianni Infantino was more than
happy to sit down and answer….

Lukas Mäder / FIFA

Q& A
30
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HO (6)

PEDRO, 13, BRAZIL

JACOB, 12, DENMARK

ARTEM, 12, RUSSIA

What do you think about football played
on the streets?
Playing on the streets, with improvised
goalposts, is football in its purest and most
beautiful form (and, as you are from Brazil,
I am sure you know this very well!). I hope that
one day everyone, in the whole world, will
have the opportunity to play organised football
on a nice pitch. However, even then, I am
sure that thousands of people will always be
ready to gather spontaneously, with bare feet,
for a kickabout. That is the magic of this game.

What advice would you give to a 12-year-old
ambitious football player?
Honestly, the first thing I would say is to focus
less on the ambition and more on enjoying
the game. All of the great footballers I have
met had one thing in common: they had loads
of fun playing the game, whether under
the pressure of a full stadium or in an earlymorning training session … and they all
believed in their dream!

How did you choose your first jersey
number? Did you have to fight for it?
I have to confess something to you, Artem:
when I was a kid, I played for my local team
in Switzerland and, well, it is not like I was
among the best in the squad. However,
my dear mum was the one who volunteered
to wash the shirts of the whole team!
This did wonders for my popularity within
the group, and certainly made it easier
for me to choose my favourite number:
the number 9!

NICK, 13, USA

AMARI, 11, GHANA

HARRY, 10, ENGLAND

What is the most impactful and inspiring
moment you’ve ever seen in football?
Wow, Nick, couldn’t you have thought of
something easier? (laughs) I am fortunate
enough to have witnessed and still be witnessing many, many inspiring football moments
– from watching the FIFA World Cup on TV as
a kid to attending matches at stadiums all
around the world.
But you know what? The more I see the magic
of professional, top-level football, the more I
value where it all starts: with kids and their
fascination for the game.
So, when I go to a place like Haiti – where I
was last year – and I see hundreds of boys and
girls having the time of their lives playing
football on pitches that FIFA helped to rebuild
after Hurricane Matthew, this is what really
warms my heart and makes me love the game
even more.

Growing up, who was your favourite
football player?
Speaking of difficult questions, here we go with
another one! (laughs) I do not like the idea of
making lists that try to choose one single
greatest player, because football has produced
way too many legends for that.
But, as a kid, of course I had my idols. If I have
to mention three, it would be the Inter duo of
Evaristo Beccalossi and Alessandro Altobelli,
who played together for several years and won
Serie A in 1980, as well as Paolo Rossi: I was
12 years old when Italy won the FIFA World
Cup in 1982 and he was the top scorer. That
was unforgettable – especially the hat-trick
against Brazil!

What’s your favourite football skill
(either your own or that of any footballer)
and why?
If I were to say that I have a favourite skill
of my own, I know that a lot of my friends
would make fun of me for ages, so I’d better
choose someone else’s. (laughs) Football is
phenomenal because there are millions of
ways for it to be played beautifully: if you are
short, quick and skilful, you can start a move
in midfield and dribble at speed, all the way to
goal like Maradona did in 1986. If, instead,
you are composed, balanced and see things
before everyone else, you can control the pace
of the game pace and perform classy spin
moves like Zidane. And that is to name but
two!
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FIFA PARTNER

HO (5)

FREYA, 11, SWEDEN

JENNIFER, 11, MEXICO

FINLEY, 13, UK

What motivated you to become FIFA
President?
The opportunity to do something good for the
game I love: this was and still is my motivation.
As a football fan, I have always thought that
there were things that could be improved in
the football world; we all do. I now have the
privilege of being in a position to help some of
these changes become a reality – and this
really is an honour.
Ever since I was a kid, I have always been
crazy about football. If I could have chosen, I
would have been a football player – but I
wasn’t good enough for that. So, instead, I do
the closest thing that I can: I work for football.

What is the greatest goal you have ever
scored?
Here is another one for my football friends to
joke about, no matter what I say! (laughs)
Well, for my local team in Switzerland I played
as a striker. Mostly, as a substitute striker:
I would play when the match was decided and
when I could not cause too much damage.
I did not score too many goals, so I still
remember very well both of the goals I scored
in the lowest Swiss league for them! (laughs)
However, I have to say that I also keep very
close to my heart the most recent goal I scored,
in a tournament not so long ago, after a pass
from none other than … Diego Maradona!
That goal will always be very special for me.

What excites you the most about
the forthcoming World Cup in Russia?
What’s not to be excited about? We have the
best players in the world gathering for football’s
most special tournament in a beautiful country.
The FIFA World Cup is what defines football
history. It is incredible: when I think about
something in my life a long time ago, if that thing
happened in a World Cup year, the first link that
my mind makes is with that tournament – where
I was at the time, what I was doing.
This is a moment that everyone will remember
for their whole lives, and Russia is doing a great
job organising it. They will be great hosts to fans
from around the world who are looking forward
to seeing people like Cristiano Ronaldo, Messi,
Neymar or Mohamed Salah wearing their
countries’ colours with pride.

HADLEY, 7, ENGLAND

OLLIE, 8, ENGLAND

What does a typical day at FIFA look like
for you and what’s the best thing about
what you do?
Well, the best thing for me is that there is no
such thing as “a typical day”. This is really
exciting. Just so you have an idea: in 2017, I
travelled to over 50 different countries around
the world! And to a lot of them several times!
This means that one day I may spend the
whole time in meetings at the Home of FIFA
in Zurich, and the next day I may visit two
different countries in Africa. Or attend a
football match in Asia. After all, there are
211 member associations that make up FIFA.
This means a long list of places to visit!

Which team do you support?
My parents are Italian, so I grew up watching
a lot of Serie A and cultivating my passion for
FC Internazionale Milano or “Inter”, the club
that still holds a very special place in my heart.
However, I know that this may sound hard to
believe, but when you are so directly involved
in football like I am, you really learn how to
care about the game more than about any
specific team.
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CHILD’S PLAY

FOR EVERYONE!

Idyllic and ideal With FIFA’s help, a football facility has been built on the Caribbean island of Montserrat.
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Join in! Kids take part in the FIFA children’s football programme in Montserrat.

Football is the main recreational activity

and motivational, and must always

At the base of the structure are schools

of many children around the world,

respect the child’s physical, physiological

and clubs. Coach-educators are indis-

but it is so much more than that: it is

and psychological characteristics.

pensable to the success of a national

an exceptional tool for social integration

grassroots football programme, and
The objective of organising grassroots

must learn how to organise a festival,

self-expression. The FIFA Grassroots

football structures in member associ

prepare a tournament and work with

Programme provides everyone with the

ations is to offer as many boys and girls

the children to ensure the success of the

chance to play football, without fear of

as possible the opportunity to play

programme.

discrimination or the need for major

football without restrictions. Each

facilities. It targets boys and girls aged

member association should have a

6-12 through school, community and

national technical director (TD) who is

club initiatives.

responsible for all technical matters at



as well as an excellent means of

the association.
The key concept of the Grassroots
many people as possible through

SCHOOLS AND CLUBS AS
THE FOUNDATION

“FIFA 11 FOR HEALTH”

football to share human values and,

The grassroots football manager works

The “FIFA 11 for Health” Programme

of course, the joy of playing our

under the TD and is responsible for the

improves children’s knowledge,

marvellous sport.

grassroots football department. This

attitudes and behaviour towards

Programme is to bring together as

department has two main missions:

disease through football. Eleven

CHILDREN ARE NOT MINI-ADULTS

organising tournaments and training

simple messages on prevention,

The essential elements of grassroots

football coaches who are responsible for

all based on scientific facts and

football are relationships, team spirit

children’s football.

linked to a specific football action

Simon Bruty / FIFA (3)

and fun. The concept of learning

or skill, are learned in groups.

through play while being guided by a

Some member associations that are well

The programme has been launched

coach-educator is designed to reach out

advanced in their development plans

in several African countries and

to the young and create a process

may implement decentralised structures

research has shown that it improves

through which they can connect with

at regional and local level, with regional

children’s knowledge of health

the future. The coach-educator must be

and local managers responsible for

issues.

dynamic, down-to-earth, passionate

running the structure.
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CHILD’S PLAY

THE ULTIMATE
CHILD’S PLAY

Children at play In Casablanca (Morocco), football plays an important role outdoors.
36
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Football teaches children how to behave in a group,
to do their best and to handle victory and defeat.
But it is also much more than that.
By Perikles Monioudis

Recently, I was listening to some children

a century ago: within their groups,

at my local football club’s training ground

children develop independent cultural

vociferously discussing a very famous

elements that are passed on from the

footballer. For most of them, he was the

older to the younger children, such as a

best in the world. The only real disagree-

possible or even the correct pronuncia-

ment was about how to say his name

tion of a footballer’s name, or of a

properly. One of the children contorted

foreign club, a Law of the Game, and so

his mouth so much when saying it that

on. This is very similar to how children

the O at the end of the player’s name

acquire song lyrics in foreign languages

became an A. Another child claimed to

and happily sing along without actually

be “absolutely sure” that the player’s

understanding what they are singing,

name ended with a U sound. In the end

yet they and their peers are then “abso-

it was agreed that, from then on, the

lutely sure” that they have the correct

name would simply end with an O sound.

pronunciation.

With that, the training game could be
continued.

“CHILDREN’S FOOTBALL REPUBLIC”
By excluding their parents and other

A few days later, I was back at the same

adults, children form their own

training ground. At first I thought I was

“republic”. This includes linguistic and

mistaken, but after every goal, the

non-linguistic activities and is to be found

children were shouting the name of the

above all in places that are not controlled

world’s best footballer… only now with

by adults or are at most monitored from

a U sound at the end!

afar: rough-and-ready pitches, backyards,
streets, parks, etc.

BY CHILDREN, FOR CHILDREN
What had happened? Were these differ-

Cultural anthropology has long

ent children from the ones that had been

concerned itself with children’s culture,

playing there a couple of days before?

which includes how children make

Maybe. It could also be that an adult

contact with each other and how they

who somehow or other knew how the

solve conflicts through seniority and the

name is actually pronounced had taught

like. The “children’s football republic” –

them the correct pronunciation in the

let’s call it that among ourselves – has

meantime – or perhaps another child.

been proclaimed in countless locations all

Maybe an older child had had the

over the world and for many generations

authority to force his version – which just

– albeit re-proclaimed equally countless

happened to be correct – on the others

times in every generation – including on

by virtue of his superior age.

our training pitch. “Ronaldu,” shouts a

The renowned Polish social anthropologist

“Ronaldu!”. Well, even Ronaldo was once

Bronisław Malinowski referred to the

a member of the “children’s football

“children’s republic” in this context nearly

republic”.

child in a Real Madrid shirt in “Portuguese”,

Caio Vilela / fotogloria
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CHILD’S PLAY

1 Find the players’ names!

2 Which goal is the ball going to land in? Follow the line.
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3 Colour the World Cup
mascot Zabivaka.

Answers:

FIFA 1904 /
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FIRST LOVE
PLACE Mafraq, Jordan
DATE 27 October 2015
TIME 13:04
PHOTOGRAPHER Muhammed Muheisen

AP / Keystone
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PRESIDENT´S MESSAGE

EXPECT AN UNFORGETTABLE TOURNAMENT
broadcasting platforms is a jaw-dropping three billion! On top of
that, a record 177,000 people, from 190 different countries,
applied to be a part of the 15,000-strong volunteer team. It is
clear that interest and excitement are far from being a problem.
Over the course of the last few years, FIFA, the LOC, the Football
Union of Russia and the Russian authorities have been putting in
countless hours of work to ensure that the infrastructure and
services live up to every iota of expectation generated by this
global excitement. The results are already there for all to see: test
matches are being played week in, week out at the FIFA World Cup
stadiums across the whole country; more than 600,000 FAN IDs
have been issued to secure visa-free entry into the country and free
use of public transport for football fans from all over the world.
We know all too well at which subjects fingers will be pointing,
and make no mistake: we are prepared. The security and risk
assessment standards for this tournament, for example, are
unlike anything that has ever been seen – the result of a close
The life of the FIFA World Cup™ is like that of a global celebrity:

collaboration with the government at city, state and federal level.

constantly in the spotlight, revered by millions of people and,

Also, our unwavering commitment to stand firm against all forms

as an inevitable side effect, scrutinised every step of the way.

of discrimination is abundantly clear with the deployment of
monitors and the adoption of the three-step procedure in each

It must be like that. After all, connecting with the passion of so

of the 64 matches. And when it comes to anti-doping controls,

many millions of people around the globe brings a huge degree

every player will be subject to unannounced tests ahead of the

of responsibility, and I consider it my obligation as FIFA President

competition and further systematic tests will be performed at

to take a substantial portion of this responsibility on my shoulders.

every match and analysed at WADA-accredited laboratories.

This means being the first one to scrutinise – and to do so in a
more thorough and severe manner than anyone else would.

Setting up the stage for a FIFA World Cup is a gargantuan
endeavour, only intensified by the fact that it is performed before

Anyone who has never been involved in organising a FIFA World

the observant eyes of the whole planet. I know that and I would

Cup would probably be dumbfounded by the myriad tasks

not dare to say this if I were not 100% convinced: the 2018 FIFA

that constitute the preparation for football’s most legendary

World Cup Russia™ is ready to start, with every last detail in

tournament. Believe me, it is a lot. At times, it can feel never-

place.

ending.

Michael Regan / FIFA via Getty Images

To reach the end, though, in the face of so many variables I have
no choice but to be unswervingly objective. When assessing the

Yours in football,

preparations for Russia 2018, I cannot afford to take into account
anything but facts: concrete figures, tangible information. And
on that front, I assure you, all I have seen so far are reasons to
expect an unforgettable tournament kicking off next month.
Almost 1.7 million tickets were allocated during the first two

Gianni Infantino

sales phases, and the event’s expected global audience across all

FIFA President
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FIFA NEWS

LEGACY WORKSHOP

100,000 INTERNATIONAL TRANSFERS

“To create a unique opportunity to take a step further in develop-

FIFA’s International Transfer Matching System (ITMS) reached an

ing the game and in promoting diversity in football,” said FIFA

important milestone recently with the processing of the 100,000th

Secretary General Fatma Samoura, setting out the goal of the

international transfer since the system became mandatory in 2010.

Sustainable Development Strategy of the FIFA U-20 Women’s

ITMS was the result of a decision taken in May 2007, when the

World Cup France 2018 and the FIFA Women’s World Cup France

FIFA Congress voted to create an online system for international

2019™. The strategy was outlined at the head office of the

professional football transfers, with the objective of increasing

French Football Association (FFF) in Paris. Representatives of the

integrity and transparency in the transfer market. Since 1 October

nine host cities of France 2019 were invited to attend an impact

2010, when ITMS became mandatory for all international transfers

and legacy workshop in the company of Federico Addiechi,

of professional 11-a-side male players around the world, the trans-

FIFA Head of Sustainability and Diversity, and Brigitte Henriques,

fers completed in the system have involved a total of 50,142 players,

Deputy Vice-President of the FFF and the Local Organising

6,837 clubs and 199 of the 211 FIFA member associations. Earlier

Committee (LOC). “The two upcoming women’s tournaments

this year, the scope of ITMS was extended in accordance with the

in France – the U-20 Women’s World Cup this summer and

FIFA Regulations on the Status and Transfer of Players, so that all

the Women’s World Cup next year – will be key phases in the

international transfers of professional female players in 11-a-side

sustainable development of the sport,” explained Addiechi.

football now also need to be entered in ITMS. The system increases

“The promotion of diversity in football and in society in general

transparency, integrity and governance in the transfer market,

is one of FIFA’s biggest priorities,” he added. “To achieve this

working directly with FIFA’s 211 member associations and over

objective and to ensure the best possible legacy for our global

7,000 professional clubs to assist in the international transfer

tournaments, the organisation of competitions in accordance with

of professional players and to help ensure that those who engage

international sustainable development standards and objectives

in such transfers and the movement of minors follow the FIFA

has become a key factor.”

Regulations on the Status and Transfer of Players.

REPORT ON THE FIFA U-17 WORLD CUP
attendances totalling 1.35 million spectators
across the country. The FIFA Coaching & Player
Development Department is responsible for
supporting and continuing the development and
education of coaches and players from all over
the world, and sharing the TSG’s detailed video
analysis is in line with this remit. “Our goal in
putting the video analysis online for the first
time was to make it inclusive and not exclusive,”
said Branimir Ujevic, FIFA Head of Coaching &
Player Development. “We wanted it to be
available and easily accessible to youth coaches
around the world to help them further develop
their players. The restructured TSG report has
evolved to provide more insight and knowledge
The Technical Study Group (TSG) has published its report on the

transfer of coaching experience, with in-depth interviews with the

FIFA U-17 World Cup India 2017 and, for the first time ever, their

semi-finalists’ coaches.” The TSG has monitored matches at inter-

video analysis is available to view online. The tournament was won

national tournaments and identified the latest footballing trends

by England after a thrilling 5-2 victory over Spain in the final. There

ever since the 1966 FIFA World Cup™ in England. The 52 matches

was certainly plenty for the TSG to analyse with 183 goals, the

of the FIFA U-17 World Cup India 2017 were analysed to transfer

most of any U-17 World Cup edition, which was watched by record

the expertise of the TSG into coach and player development.
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FIFA eCLUB WORLD CUP
After a successful inaugural club eSports
tournament in 2017, when a select
group of clubs were invited from all over
the world to compete in London, FIFA’s
official eSports club competition is back
with a new name and an exciting new
format. The new, more inclusive live
tournament format for FIFA’s elite
eSports club event is intended to establish a strong foundation for future
editions of the FIFA eClub World Cup.
The FIFA eClub World Cup 2018 is
inviting existing eSports organisations
from all over the world with dedicated
EA SPORTS FIFA players to compete in
the FIFA eClub World Cup, which will
take place on 19 and 20 May 2018.

AUDIO-DESCRIPTIVE COMMENTARY

RUSSIA 2018 MATCH OFFICIALS

The aim of the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia™ organisers is to

The FIFA Referees Committee has selected 36 referees and

ensure the tournament is accessible for all spectators. Audio-

63 assistant referees, representing 46 different countries, for

descriptive commentary involves a more detailed narration of

the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia™. Preparations for the road to

events for people who cannot see the match or what is happening

Russia kicked off in September 2014, not only for the 32 partici-

in the stadium. Headphones will be freely available for fans at

pating teams, but also for the initial group of 53 FIFA referee

stadium information points. At the Plekhanov Russian University of

trios from around the world. The choice of the final group of

Economics, a course was held at the beginning of April on audio-

match officials selected to officiate at the 2018 World Cup was

descriptive commentary for blind and partially sighted football

based on each referee’s skills and personality, as well as on his

fans. The experienced commentators who attended the theoretical

level of understanding of football and ability to read both the

sessions will provide the service this summer at all Russia 2018

game and the various tactics employed by teams. Over the past

stadiums. The Russia 2018 Local Organising Committee (LOC)

three years, preparatory seminars have taken place for referees

also provided this service at the FIFA Confederations Cup in 2017.

and assistant referees focusing on fair play, on protecting players

“Four commentators worked at all of the tournament’s four

and the image of the game, as well as on consistency and

venues in Saint Petersburg, Moscow, Kazan and Sochi,” said the

uniformity.

LOC’s Head of Spectator and Competition Services Division,
Dmitri Grigoriev. “Over the 16 matches, 234 spectators made use

List of selected match officials: https://tinyurl.com/y83gwgbd

of the service. It’s important to note that all the fans who listened
to the audio-descriptive commentary sat with all other spectators
in the stadium. In other words, blind and partially sighted football
spectators are not isolated and have the same experience as

Getty Images (2)

everyone else. During the World Cup, audio-descriptive commentary will be available in Russian at all 12 World Cup stadiums,
and we are planning to offer 200 sets of equipment at every
arena. At the Luzhniki Stadium and Saint Petersburg Stadium, the
commentary will be available in English as well as in Russian.”
FIFA 1904 /
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FIFA/COCA-COLA MEN’S WORLD RANKING

Rank Team

46

+ / – Points

Rank Team

+ / – Points

Rank Team

+ / – Points

+ / – Points

Rank Team

1 Germany

0

1544

57 Bolivia

0

548

113 Zimbabwe

-3

287

169 Belize

-2

107

2 Brazil

0

1384

58 Cape Verde Islands

0

545

114 Madagascar

-3

284

170 Cambodia

-2

105

3 Belgium

0

1346

59 Honduras

0

530

115 Central African Republic

0

283

171 Malaysia

-1

104

4 Portugal

0

1306

60 Japan

0

528

116 Bahrain

0

281

172 Singapore

0

102

5 Argentina

0

1254

61 Korea Republic

0

520

117 Kazakhstan

2

273

173 Moldova

0

98

6 Switzerland

0

1179

62 Finland

1

507

118 Jordan

-1

272

174 St Lucia

-6

95

7 France

0

1166

63 Ecuador

1

506

119 Malawi

1

269

175 Gambia

0

94

8 Spain

0

1162

64 Algeria

-2

499

120 Tajikistan

-2

266

176 St Vincent and the Grenadines

-2

91

9 Chile

0

1146

65 Slovenia

0

495

121 Chinese Taipei

0

263

177 Dominica

-1

86

10 Poland

0

1128

66 Russia

0

493

122 Thailand

0

253

178 Bermuda

0

82

11 Peru

0

1106

67 Mali

0

462

123 Rwanda

0

252

179 Laos

0

80

12 Denmark

0

1054

67 Saudi Arabia

3

462

124 Yemen

1

251

180 Papua New Guinea

0

78

13 England

0

1040

69 Côte d'Ivoire

-1

458

124 Antigua and Barbuda

0

251

181 Liechtenstein

0

77

14 Tunisia

0

1012

70 Guinea

-1

450

126 Azerbaijan

0

245

182 Cuba

0

75

15 Mexico

0

1008

71 Curaçao

0

439

126 Sudan

0

245

182 Aruba

0

75

16 Colombia

0

989

72 South Africa

0

432

128 Turkmenistan

1

242

184 Bhutan

0

68

17 Uruguay

0

976

73 China PR

0

431

128 Togo

18 Croatia

0

975

74 Uganda

0

426

130 St Kitts and Nevis

1

242

185 Malta

0

62

-4

241

186 Macau

0

60
59

19 Netherlands

0

969

75 Kyrgyz Republic

0

424

131 Swaziland

0

240

187 São Tomé e Príncipe

0

20 Italy

0

947

76 Syria

0

423

132 Andorra

0

230

188 Mongolia

0

51

21 Wales

0

931

77 FYR Macedonia

0

422

133 New Zealand

0

229

189 Guam

0

45

22 Iceland

0

930

78 Zambia

0

412

133 Lithuania

0

229

190 Timor-Leste

0

44

23 Sweden

0

889

79 Belarus

0

410

135 Myanmar

0

227

191 American Samoa

0

38

24 USA

0

880

80 Canada

0

407

136 Nicaragua

0

224

191 Cook Islands

0

38
38

25 Costa Rica

0

858

81 United Arab Emirates

0

405

137 Tanzania

0

223

191 Samoa

0

26 Austria

0

841

82 Lebanon

0

404

138 Angola

0

221

194 Seychelles

0

37

27 Northern Ireland

0

837

83 Luxembourg

0

401

139 Latvia

0

217

195 Brunei Darussalam

-1

36

28 Senegal

0

825

84 Benin

6

397

140 Afghanistan

2

199

196 Gibraltar

0

34

29 Slovakia

0

786

85 El Salvador

0

392

141 Guatemala

-1

198

197 Bangladesh

0

33

30 Ukraine

0

777

86 Cyprus

0

386

142 Botswana

6

195

198 Djibouti

0

27

31 Republic of Ireland

0

776

87 Oman

0

383

142 Comoros

-1

195

199 US Virgin Islands

0

18

32 Romania

0

737

88 Uzbekistan

0

381

144 Hong Kong

-2

194

200 Montserrat

0

17

32 Paraguay

0

737

89 Congo

2

378

145 Equatorial Guinea

-1

190

200 Sri Lanka

0

17

34 Scotland

0

735

90 Gabon

2

374

146 Ethiopia

-1

188

202 Turks and Caicos Islands

0

13

35 Serbia

0

732

91 Iraq

-3

372

146 Burundi

-1

188

203 Pakistan

0

10

36 IR Iran

0

727

92 Trinidad and Tobago

0

366

148 Maldives

-1

183

204 Cayman Islands

0

9

37 Turkey

0

714

93 Estonia

1

364

149 Dominican Republic

0

175

205 San Marino

0

8

38 Congo DR

0

711

93 Faroe Islands

1

364

150 Lesotho

-1

172

206 British Virgin Islands

0

4

39 Venezuela

0

709

95 Georgia

1

362

151 Liberia

0

167

207 Anguilla

0

0

40 Australia

0

700

96 Palestine

-13

357

152 Kosovo

0

164

207 Bahamas

0

0

41 Bosnia and Herzegovina

0

688

97 India

0

354

153 Solomon Islands

0

162

207 Eritrea

0

0

42 Morocco

0

681

98 Armenia

0

347

154 Suriname

0

140

207 Somalia

0

0

43 Montenegro

0

671

98 Israel

0

347

155 Vanuatu

1

136

207 Tonga

0

0

44 Greece

0

657

100 Libya

0

341

156 New Caledonia

1

135

45 Czech Republic

0

647

101 Qatar

0

339

157 South Sudan

-2

130

46 Egypt

0

636

102 Vietnam

1

334

158 Barbados

2

129

47 Nigeria

0

635

103 Sierra Leone

-1

332

159 Puerto Rico

-1

128

48 Norway

1

608

104 Guinea-Bissau

0

330

160 Kuwait

16

126

49 Hungary

1

604

105 Mauritania

0

314

161 Mauritius

-2

124

50 Cameroon

1

603

106 Mozambique

0

311

162 Tahiti

-1

117

50 Ghana

1

603

107 Namibia

0

308

163 Grenada

8

113
111

52 Jamaica

-4

587

108 Haiti

0

302

164 Indonesia

-2

53 Bulgaria

1

583

109 Niger

0

299

164 Guyana

-2

111

54 Burkina Faso

-1

582

110 Korea DPR

2

297

164 Nepal

-2

111

55 Panama

0

574

111 Philippines

2

289

167 Fiji

-2

110

56 Albania

0

549

111 Kenya

2

289

168 Chad

-3
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A CAREER IN PANINI STICKERS

GARY LINEKER

© PANINI

80 caps for England,
1986 World Cup Golden Boot winner, FIFA Fair Play Award winner 1990.
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NISHINO FOR JAPAN

GARCIA JOINS
COACHING STAFF

Thani signed the agreement
in the Jordanian capital,

VENEZUELAN FA
(FVF) LAUNCHES
DEVELOPMENT
LEAGUE

The Korea Foot-

Amman. The agreement is

ball Association

set to develop strong ties

The members

has appointed the

between the two associations

of the FVF

former Spanish

for their mutual benefit,

Development

assistant coach of Real

and for the promotion,

Committee

Madrid, Francisco García

growth and continued

recently met to continue

Hernández (64), as the scout

success of football in each

planning the Development

for the national team’s

country. The two parties

League under the auspices

coaching staff until the 2018

will be collaborating and

of CONMEBOL as part of its

FIFA World Cup in Russia.

cooperating in various

new Evolution tournament.

fields, such as competitions,

FVF Directors Alirio Méndez,

for Real Madrid, also has

technical and educational

José Lubín Angulo and

hodžić left his

change to: considerable as

courses, seminars and

Karina Monasterio, as well

role as head

a coach. In addition to his

conferences, construction

as IT Manager Marco Vega,

coach of Japan in April, just

career as a coach in La Liga

and management of sports

focused on the planning

over two months before the

from 1991 to 2003, he also

installations, materials,

for 2018, when the boys’

Samurai Blue kick off their

worked as a scout for Real

sports and scientific

U-13 and girls’ U-12 and

2018 FIFA World Cup

Madrid from 2003 to 2016,

equipment, training of

U-14 will be promoted. The

Russia™ campaign against

assisting big-name coaches

technical personnel and

first Evolution tournament

Colombia, with the Japan

like Hiddink, Mourinho,

organisational procedures

was held recently (Fiesta

Football Association (JFA)

Ancelotti and Zidane.

in the areas of sports

Sudamericana de la

immediately appointing

science and sports medicine

Juventud 2018) in Asunción,

Akira Nishino as his replace-

related to football, in

Paraguay, and this year, it

ment. Nishino takes charge

addition to training camps

has been envisaged that

of the senior Japanese

between the two countries

each association affiliated

national side for the first

for both male and female

to the FVF would hold its

time, after stints at the

national teams of all age

competition with a

categories. The agreement

minimum of ten clubs.

covers a number of other

“Afterwards, knock-out

helm of the U-20 and U-23
sides – the latter role seeing



Garcia, who himself played
Vahid Halil-

COOPERATION
AGREEMENT

him lead his nation at the

The Jordan

areas, such as international

games will be organised

Olympic Football Tourna-

Football

relations, particularly those

grouping the teams

ment Atlanta 1996. The

Association

between FIFA and the AFC.

together based on their

63-year-old former Japan

(JFA) and the

It also concerns manage-

proximity to one another,

international represented his

Qatar Football

ment, marketing, study and

and in November, the final

country 12 times, but is best

Association

research, refereeing, football

will take place either back

(QFA) have

known in his home country

in Paraguay or in another

signed a five-year cooper

direction, sports science and

place that CONMEBOL

when he was at the helm of

ation agreement for mutual

medicine.

chooses,” said Méndez.

Gamba Osaka from 2002 to

development aimed at

2011. That spell at Gamba

sharing their expertise and

included a run to the FIFA

resources, and bolstering

Club World Cup semi-finals

cooperation in various

in 2008, which ended with

sporting areas. JFA President

a thrilling 5-3 defeat to a

HRH Prince Ali bin Al Hussein

Cristiano Ronaldo-inspired

and QFA President HE

Manchester United.

Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al
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management and technical

for the successful period

SALINAS, NEW
PRESIDENT OF
BOLIVIAN FA (FBF)
César Salinas

our target, which will be at

encounter, the World Cup,

the Indian Ocean Island

which will take place in

Games in Mauritius in 2019,

Russia in two months and

where we are aiming for a

will partly overlap with the

Sinka has been

Seychelles have

medal. I feel we have good

sacred month of Ramadan.

appointed as

appointed

enough players to do better

It is therefore important

the new FBF

Gavin Jeanne

at international level, but we

that a certain number of

as the head

must put in the effort and

topics related to playing

President. The President of

HO

JEANNE
APPOINTED
AS NEW
SEYCHELLES
COACH

be more professional in our

football at a high level

team on a two-year

approach and be disciplined,

during this month be

port from the 19 delegates

contract. Jeanne makes a

and, even more so, focus on

addressed, bearing in mind

who attended the asso

return to the top spot for

doing well to improve our

that the Moroccan and

ciation’s ordinary congress

the first time since a short

results,” the new coach said.

Tunisian national teams

in Santa Cruz. Antonio

stint in 2012, when he left

will be participating in

Decormis, Lily Rocabado

for local side The Lions.

the World Cup and will

Rodríguez and Rolando

He got the nod after the

therefore need to prepare

Aramayo Velasco have

Seychelles Football Asso

accordingly.”

joined his presidential team

ciation opted not to renew

until 2022. In his first

the tenure of his compatriot

statements, the new FBF

Rodney Choisy who was at

President announced that

the helm for less than a

he would keep Mauricio

year. “I was inspired by

Under the topic

Soria as the technical

the amount of support I

“Footballers’

director of the Bolivian

received from players for

health and

national team and would

me to take up this challenge

Ramadan,

work on different areas in

when they learnt that I was

the World Cup and perform

order to improve Bolivian

one of the few candidates

ance”, the Second Medical

FIFA has started

football.

for this role, so I decided

Congress of the Union of

with phase two

that I would take up this job

North African Football

of its technical

for my country,” Jeanne

Federations (UNAF) in

directors’ training and

said. His target is to get

collaboration with the

support programme in

the island nation back to

Algerian Football Associ

Africa. From 10 to 12 April,

winning ways, after being

ation (FAF) recently took

the technical directors of

without a victory in a

place at the national

eight member associations

competitive outing for the

technical centre (CTN) in

from the southern and

past two years. The last

Sidi Moussa. In his speech,

East African region attended

major success for Seychelles

FAF President Kheïreddine

the pilot workshop for

was the gold medal won at

Zetchi emphasised the

Module 2B (Technical) in

the regional Indian Ocean

importance and the role

Johannesburg, South Africa.

Island Games on home soil

of medicine in football

The three-day course

in 2011. “The statistics do

development. While

covered the topics of

not look good for our

congratulating the event

education for coaches and

national team who have

organisers, the FAF President

elite youth development.

conceded 56 goals in

added: “The topic and the

The eight delegates also all

22 matches, scoring a

timing of this Congress are

attended the first FIFA

meagre 11. This shows the

not a mere coincidence,

technical directors’ work-

amount of work that lies

since the Congress comes

shop (Module 1) in Malawi

ahead of us before we reach

shortly before a great

two years ago, at which a



coach of the senior national

from La Paz, received sup-

MEDICAL
CONGRESS



TECHNICAL
DIRECTORS’
WORKSHOP





the club The Strongest,
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of the national technical
director was outlined. “This

DISCRIMINATION
IN FOOTBALL

KOUMAS, NEW
CYPRUS PRESIDENT

“House of Football” in the
Petar Miloshevski Training

The conference

George

Centre in the Macedonian

workshop was a step up

held by the

Koumas has

capital, youngsters can now

from the work that was

Centre for

been elected as

focus all their attention on

done in Malawi in 2016,”

Research on

the 12th Presi-

their education. Thirty-five

Anti-Semitism at the

dent of the Cyprus Football

bedrooms, two classrooms,

of Technical Development

Technische Universität

Association (CFA) for a

a kitchen and dining room

Services and the coordinator

Berlin, which is supported

five-year term. The election

have been built in the west

of the workshop. The

by the DFB Cultural Founda-

of Mr Koumas was approved

wing of the administrative

workshop followed an

tion, among others, recently

at the CFA Extraordinary

building. The total cost

innovative and interactive

discussed some aspects of

General Assembly, which

of the project was approxi-

format, which saw the FIFA

discrimination. Over the

took place at the Hilton

mately USD 990,000,

experts present the modules

course of two days, 25

Hotel in Nicosia. He was first

USD 750,000 of which was

in sessions that involved the

researchers from all over

elected to the CFA Council

provided by FIFA via the FIFA

whole group – alongside

the world presented current

in 2005 as Deputy General

Forward Programme. “Our

one of the technical

findings in seven panel

Secretary and then became

aim now is to create an

directors attending – who

discussions and two key-

the CFA Deputy President in

annual development plan

put the topic into context

note speeches, and gave

2007. He replaces Costakis

that includes working on

by sharing their experiences

either an insight into or an

Koutsokoumnis, who passed

technique and principles of

in their own country, in

overview of how football

away on 5 March 2018.

the game, as well as

order to give real world

can create, channel or

everything to do with

examples. The technical

possibly help tackle racist,

football, such as nutrition,

directors were then split into

sexist or anti-Semitic

rehabilitation and health. All

smaller groups to discuss

statements and acts. The

of that can now be done

specific topics before

talks were about the

under one roof, which is

reporting back to the main

apparent or actual Jewish

obviously fantastic,” General

group. “We get so caught

identity of football clubs

Secretary Filip Popovski said.

up in our work that we

ranging from Eintracht

don’t remember that others

Frankfurt to the Buenos

are facing the same

Aires club Atlético Atlanta.

challenges and that there

An anthropologist explained

might be solutions there.

to what extent organisa

This workshop has allowed

tional structures and the

cross-pollination and an

distribution of roles in the

exchange of ideas that can

Ultra scenes follow the rules

only be good for all of us,”

of dominant masculinity,

said Neil Tovey, Technical

and a linguist presented her

Director of the South

research into a professional

There is a

African Football Association.

football team, which

future in



said Jürg Nepfer, FIFA’s Head

revealed certain patterns of
communication that one
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COURSE FOR
MATCH OFFICIALS

A NEW HOME

refereeing for
anyone who

would have to classify as

The Football

wants it, according to the

everyday racism.

Federation of

Papua New Guinea Football

FYR Macedonia

Association’s referee

recently

facilitator, Jimmy Warai.

opened new youth-team

The OFC Referee Assessor

accommodation. At the

recently led a basic referee-

CFA

general overview of the role

PILOT PROJECT

was voted in as Vice

New Guinea Football

As part of the

Association and said that

legacy for

there was a clear interest

women’s

members are Apii Porio,

football in New

John Taripo, Terry Piri, Grover

among women in particular.

President, Allen Parker as
Treasurer and the executive

Caledonia, the launch of an

Harmon and Moeroa Taman

beneficial for the association

academy for women is on

garo. Harmon acknowledged

and I was very happy to see

the cards. The New Caledo

the hard work and support

a good number of females

nian FA (FCF) will partner

given by the executive

on this course and I hope

with FIFA to launch the pilot

members and said that he

that this will go a long way

project, which is part of a

looked forward to working

for them,” Warai said. The

new programme offered by

with the existing and new

course covered the Laws

the FIFA Women’s Football

members for the next four

of the Game and gave

Division. “This is a project

years. Harmon is also a

participants an insight into

being introduced by FIFA

how they should be applied.

through pilots in five differ

Lee Harmon has

Executive Committee and a

Warai said that the course

ent countries worldwide,”

retained his

member of the FIFA Council.

was particularly important

said OFC Technical Director

position as the

given the regular revising

Patrick Jacquemet. “The

of the Laws of the Game,

project will begin at the

Cook Islands FA (CIFA) after

in order to ensure that

start of the 2019 school year

being re elected for a further

everyone was on the same

and the idea is to use the

four year term from 2018 to

page when it came to

facilities at the CISE in

2022. The CIFA Annual

implementation. Papua New

Noumea, and it will initially

General Meeting was held at

Guinea Football Association

involve 20 to 23 young

the CIFA headquarters with

President Daina Uran was

female footballers.” As well

the outer island associations

Coaches across

very happy that Warai could

as offering young women

and club representatives.

the USA have

train her referees as it would

an elite pathway, the FCF

The meeting commenced

the opportunity

assist with strengthening

will launch an academy for

with the 2017 annual report

to attend U.S.

the matches in the associa

boys. FCF President Steeve

presented by Harmon, which

Soccer’s 4v4 Online Grass

tion. Warai said he was

Laigle said that the perform

highlighted the progress

roots License Course

pleased with the progress

ance of the national team at

and milestones achieved for

through the Digital Coach

and has already identified a

the FIFA U 17 World Cup

football in the Cook Islands

ing Center. The course

couple of strong candidates

last year was the start of a

during the past year.

marks the first of four online

capable of furthering their

new era for New Caledonian

Subsequently, the 2017

grassroots courses to be

careers. “The plan will be

football. “We need to put in

financial report together

launched through the U.S.

to bring all the identified

place structures which allow

with the 2018 budget was

Soccer’s Coaching Education

referees from across the

our best players to work

presented by CIFA Treasurer

Center. Three more online

country together for a

together with a quality

Allen Parker. The proposed

grassroots courses (7v7, 9v9

centralised seminar to

coach, and to take part in

amendments to the statutes

and 11v11) are set to roll

further their skills and

high level competitions,”

were voted on and

out in the coming months

knowledge,” said Warai.

Laigle said.

supported by the members.

as part of the U.S. Soccer

The election of office bearers

Coaching Education

for the 2018 2022 period

Department’s concentrated

also took place and the

efforts to provide accessible

successful candidates under

education to all coaches.

the presidency of Harmon

“We are very excited to roll

are as follows: Junior Areai

out the Grassroots 4v4

-

-

Vice President of the OFC

-

-

President of the



-

“This course was timely and

-

Mike Hewitt / FIFA via Getty Images

HARMON STILL
PRESIDENT OF
COOK ISLANDS FA

-

ing course for the Papua

GRASSROOTS
COACHING
INITIATIVE
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Soccer Director of Coaching

full member associations of

football, empowerment

Administration Frank Tschan.

Bonaire, French Guiana,

through football in overseas

Canada Soccer

“The grass-roots initiative is

Guadeloupe, Martinique,

territories, and measures to

has launched

a product of the research,

Saint Martin and Sint

improve the management

a new parent

development and collabor

Maarten formalised the

of the leagues. Speaking

education

ation with our members.

unprecedented agreement

about the agreement with

campaign promoting a multi-

This 4v4 course, as well as

following a meeting be-

FIFA and the FFF, Guade-

sport approach for children.

the forthcoming three

tween CONCACAF President

loupe Football Association

Built around a captivating

online courses, will provide

Victor Montagliani, FIFA

President Jean Dartron said:

video public service

every coach across the

President Gianni Infantino,

“Guadeloupian football

announcement and a com-

United States with the

as well as the FFF, the KNVB

witnessed a historic moment

panion website, it features

ability to access educational

and representatives of

in Zurich. The combined

elite Canadian athletes who

content, play-practice-play

associations. As part of its

efforts of the leagues of

support the multi-sport

training sessions and U.S.

efforts to assist member

French Guiana, Martinique

approach. The video and

Soccer’s Planning Tool.

associations, CONCACAF

and Saint Martin led to the

website are the product of a

These are learning resources

plays an important role in

signing of a protocol with

unique collaboration between

which we believe will

advocating for further

FIFA. The determination

Canada Soccer and multiple

provide all coaches with

integration and deepened

of FIFA President Gianni

sport partners including

the necessary support to

cooperation with the

Infantino, the commitment

Baseball Canada, Canada

create the ideal environment

international football

of FFF President Noël

Basketball, Hockey Canada,

for their grassroots players.”

community and key stake-

Legraet and the support of

and Active for Life. The goal

holders – including FIFA, the

CONCACAF President Victor

of the initiative is to convince

FFF and KNVB – in order to

Montagliani demonstrate

parents to encourage their

facilitate access to pro-

that the governing football

children to participate in a

grammes that promote

bodies are taking into

variety of sports and physical

development, build capacity

account the issues faced by

activities and thereby avoid

and enhance the contribu-

the youth of our territories

specialising too early in one

tion of member associations

to showcase their talents

sport. Research suggests that

to developing the game. The

through their favourite

playing a variety of sports

collaboration agreement

sport.”

and doing physical activities



programmes, women’s



development. CONCACAF’s

COLLABORATION
AGREEMENT

Ben Moreau / FIFA

MULTI-SPORT
APPROACH

Online Course,” said U.S.

FIFA, the

covers a number of develop-

in one’s childhood leads to

French Football

ment areas, including tech-

better skill development,

Association

nical support and training

fewer injuries, less burnout,

(FFF), the

for coaches, referees,

and fewer dropouts in the

Dutch Football

grassroots and youth

long term. “Canada Soccer

Association

supports the multi-sport

(KNVB), and

method and its place in

CONCACAF

long-term athlete develop-

member

ment,” said Canada Soccer

associations

Director of Development

recently signed

Jason de Vos. “A well-

a collaboration

rounded experience in sport

agreement at the Home of

has been proven to lead to

FIFA in Zurich, providing a

higher physical literacy and

more established formal

sustained involvement in

framework to strengthen

physical activity over early

their cooperation on football

specialisation.”
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THEN

1958
ASHINGTON, ENGLAND

Getty Images

Bobby Charlton, who would later win the 1966 World Cup with England,
recovering from the injuries he sustained in the Munich air disaster on 6 February 1958.
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NOW

2017
BARCELONA, SPAIN

Jonathan Miller / FIFA

Carles Puyol, a World Cup winner with Spain in 2010, enjoys a kickabout on a sandy pitch
in Barcelona’s suburbs after hanging up his boots.
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A FIFA LEGEND’S CAREER
Legendary goalkeeper Peter Schmeichel
was between the sticks when Denmark
won EURO 1992, and he was also one of
the rocks on which Manchester United
built their treble-winning season in 1999.
The FIFA Legend was also known for
scoring the odd goal himself, finding the
back of the net no fewer than ten times
during his illustrious career.

1984-1987 Hvidovre IF
When he was not starring in goal
for Hvidovre, Schmeichel also found
time to hold down other jobs

1984

outside the game, working as a

The year in which George

cleaner, in a textile factory and at

Orwell’s classic dystopian

the World Wildlife Fund.

novel 1984 is set.

1987-1991 Brøndby IF
Schmeichel wins four Danish league
titles in five seasons and makes his
debut for the national team. He is also
named in the Danish squad that travels
to West Germany for EURO ‘88.

1987
“Black Monday” sees the Dow Jones
Industrial Average (DJIA) drop by
more than 20% in a single day.
Illustration: Jorge Lawerta
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1991-1999 Manchester United
The perfect parting gift? On 26 May 1999,
Schmeichel captains Manchester United to

1991

UEFA Champions League glory in a 2-1

Ötzi, Europe’s oldest

victory over Bayern Munich, his last game

known natural human

for the club after a spell that sees him keep

mummy, is found in the

177 clean sheets in 292 league matches.

Ötztal Alps in Austria.

1999-2001 Sporting CP

1999

Plagued by a long-standing hand injury,

The population of

Schmeichel starts to think about hanging up

the world goes past

his gloves.

the six billion mark.

2001-2002 Aston Villa
After moving back to England, Schmeichel
becomes the first keeper to score in the Premier
League when he volleys home from a late corner

2001

in a 3-2 defeat by Everton at Goodison Park.

Apple launches the iPod.

2002-2003 Manchester City
“The best ever. Peter’s charisma and character
could change the game. His spirit spread
to the rest of the team. Strong in the air,
great reflexes and brilliant in one-on-ones.

2002

A true winner.”

Elizabeth II celebrates her

Brian Laudrup on Peter Schmeichel’s career

Golden Jubilee.
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PHOTO ARCHIVE

That’s Bobby Charlton! It’s not just the kids in the crowd who are gazing in awe at the Manchester United and England star as he shapes to
58
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Peter Robinson

take a corner against Wolves (3 October 1970).
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YOU WANT TO ENJOY EVERY SECOND OF THE FIFA WORLD CUP™.
WE HELP MAKE SURE YOU CATCH EVERY MOMENT.

With Visa, the official payment services partner of
the FIFA World Cup™, the fun doesn’t need to stop.
Paying quickly and easily with Visa helps you
enjoy every moment of the FIFA World Cup™.

© Mordillo Foundation. All rights reserved. Licensed by Rubinstein Royalty Management B.V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands; www.mordillo.com; Illustration provided by Rubinstein Royalty Management B.V., Mordillo Worldwide Licensing, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
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INNOVATIONS

SHORT BACK
AND SIDES, PLEASE
A groundsman’s work is all about precision:
if the grass is a few millimetres too long,
it can have decisive consequences.
By Alan Schweingruber

Now 79, Frenchman Guy Roux was always
on particularly good terms with his


groundsman during his 44 years as manager
of AJ Auxerre. In fact, his love of the
perfect playing surface came only a close
second to his love of people. For Roux,
however, “perfect” meant “cunningly
slanted in Auxerre’s favour”. If, say, a strong
team was due to visit the Stade de l’AbbéDeschamps, the groundsman would be
under strict orders to let the grass grow
longer in certain areas of the pitch, such as
up front on the right and at the back on
the left, so as to impede the opposition’s
speedy right winger’s progress.
The groundsman’s job was not always so
onerous, though. Spreading a mound of
sand in goalmouths bereft of grass in the
winter was about as taxing as it got, unlike
in today’s environment, where it is not
uncommon to cut the grass twice a day

Lush green
The players had to clean their boots at the Ligue 1 game between Saint-Étienne and Amiens in 2017
to make sure no bacteria were transmitted.

at some clubs. In German stadiums, the
length of the green stuff must be between
afterwards, the assistant referee’s job is

by the foot. That is why Borussia

competing in the Champions League, it

that much easier.

Mönchengladbach’s players, for example,
dip the soles of their boots in disinfectant

has to be exactly 25.
New coaches, new methods. Some coaches

before stepping onto the hallowed turf in

Then there is the question of the pattern.

send the players straight from the training

the stadium, which, incidentally, receives

How is it achieved? Groundsmen use

pitch to the main pitch for the last session.

an extra cut a couple of hours before

lawnmowers with two wheels at the front

This then creates the risk of transferring

kick-off on matchday as grass can grow by

and a roller at the back, which lays the

fungus from one grass surface to another

up to one-and-a-half millimetres during

grass in a certain direction to create a

– a nightmare for the groundsman, who

the night. 25 or 26.5 millimetres? It may

“light and dark” effect. Of course, this

could see his beautifully manicured turf

not sound much but it can be decisive.

needs to be measured with string before-

ruined in a matter of days. As the saying

Professionals know instantly when the ball

hand. And if the lines are exactly parallel

goes: grass grows by the inch but is ruined

rolls differently.
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25 and 28 millimetres, and for teams

FANS

TROPHY TOUR OFFERS
FANS VR EXPERIENCE

FIFA

The Trophy Tour gives fans a rare chance to see the FIFA World Cup Trophy up close. Now, FIFA has set up an additional
virtual reality photo experience to enable fans to put themselves in a shot with stars both past and present.

By the time the FIFA World Cup Trophy is

For this year’s tour, FIFA wanted to give

Marcelo or France great David Trezeguet,

handed over to the winning captain at

fans another unique experience – one that

FIFA is giving you that chance.

Moscow’s Luzhniki Stadium on 15 July,

would allow them not only to see the

the iconic prize will have already travelled

trophy up close, but also to get closer to

If you are going to Russia for the World

to over 50 countries across the globe and

“meeting” their footballing heroes. FIFA

Cup, the virtual reality experience will

been seen by hundreds of thousands of

therefore set up a virtual reality photo

be set up at the FIFA stand at the FIFA

adoring fans during the FIFA World Cup

experience, which allows fans to put

Fan Fest in Moscow between 14 June,

Trophy Tour by Coca-Cola, which provides

themselves in the picture with footballing

the day of the opening match between

a rare opportunity for fans to see the

greats of the past and some current stars.

Russia and Saudi Arabia, and 15 July,

magnificent prize up close and have the

So, if you ever fancied having your picture

the day of the final.

experience captured on camera.

taken with Spain’s Sergio Ramos, Brazil’s

Unique experience
A fan poses for a
VR photo with Brazil’s
Marcelo.
FIFA 1904 /
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Guaranteed support The Russian fans, as seen here in the Kazan Arena, are sure to provide
vociferous support for their team on home soil.

Getty Images

necessarily those of FIFA.

GRASSROOTS

FIFA inspiring girls and boys to play football.
FIFA’s Grassroots programme is the core foundation of our development mission, aimed at encouraging girls and
boys around the world to play and enjoy football without restrictions. Grassroots focuses on the enjoyment of the
game trough small-sided team games, and teaching basic football technique, exercise and fair play.

For more information visit FIFA.com
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